In Phase 2 of CRESST-II 18 detector modules were operated for about two years (July 2013 -August 2015. Together with this document we are publishing data from two detector modules which have been used for direct dark-matter searches. With these data-sets we were able to set world-leading limits on the cross section for spin-independent elastic scattering of dark matter particles off nuclei. We publish the energies of all events within the
acceptance regions for dark-matter searches. In addition, we also publish the energies of the events within the electron-recoil band. This data set can be used to study interactions with electrons of CaWO 4 . In this document we describe how to use these data sets. In particular, we explain the cutsurvival probabilities required for comparisons of models with the data sets.
Data selection
CRESST-II detector modules consist of two cryogenic detectors: The phonon detector based on a CaWO 4 crystal measures the phonons generated by the energy deposition from an interaction of a particle with the CaWO 4 crystal. The light detector based on a silicon-on-sapphire disc measures the scintillation light generated simultaneously in the CaWO 4 crystal, see e.g. [1] for further details.
The published data described in this document were obtained by two detector modules: TUM40 [1] , [2] and Lise [3] . Figure 1 shows schematic drawings of both detector modules.
For TUM40 we publish a data set which has been used for a dark-matter search [2] as well as background studies [1] , [4] . The published data set for Lise was used for several dark-matter searches: elastic spin-independent scattering [3] , momentumdependent scattering [5] , and dark-photon dark-matter [6] . Both published data sets contain only events which survive all cuts. The exposures before cuts are The light-yield LY , i.e., the ratio of the measured light and phonon signals can be used to distinguish electron and nuclear-recoil events, where electron-recoil events originate in interactions of the incident particle with the electrons of CaWO 4 and nuclear-recoil events in interactions with the nucleons of CaWO 4 , respectively.
TUM40 Lise
Since the light yield is related to the generation and detection of photons, the light-yield distribution should be given by a Poisson distribution 1 . However, if the number of generated and observed photons is large, the Poisson distribution is very well approximated by a Normal distribution. For small numbers of generated and observed photons, where this approximation would fail, the light-yield distribution is dominated by the normally distributed baseline noise of phonon and light detectors. Thus, the assumption of normally distributed light yields can be used for the full energy range [2] , [3] . Figure 2 shows the central 80 % bands, i.e., the regions where 80 % of the events are expected, for electron, oxygen, and tungsten-recoil events. Above the electron-recoil bands events are visible which are not compatible with the Gaussian shape of the electron-recoil band. These events are called excess-light events [4] , [6] . Their origin is not fully understood. However, a likely explanation are external βs producing additional scintillation light when traversing the scintillating (and reflective) detector housing.
Comparison of data and models
For dark-matter searches and other studies the distribution of measured events is compared to different models p model (E) to obtain or constrain parameters of these models. However, a model p model (E) has to be corrected for finite energy resolution, energy threshold, and cut-survival probability to be comparable to the measured energy distribution:
where the Heaviside step-function Θ(E − E thr ) accounts for the energy threshold and x (E) is the cut-survival probability for event type x. To account for finite energy resolution of the phonon detector the model p model (E) has to be convolved with a normal distribution N with width σ p being the resolution of the phonon detector. Equation (1) is a simplification which is perfectly valid for energies well above of the energy threshold. For energies not exceeding a distance of one to two times the baseline resolution below the threshold (∼ 0.45 keV for TUM40 and ∼ 0.2 keV for Lise) equation (1) is still a very good approximation. The simplification of the correct handling of detector resolutions and survival probabilities allows studies of a variety of models with different energy distributions while introducing only a small inaccuracy for very low recoil energies.
Parameter TUM40
Lise E thr [keV] 0.603 ± 0.002 0.307 ± 0.004
0.090 ± 0.010 0.062 ± 0.001 Table 2 : Energy threshold E thr and resolution σ p . Table 2 lists the energy resolutions and thresholds for TUM40 [2] and Lise [3] . In general, the energy resolution depends on the energy. The values for σ p given in table 2 are the baseline resolutions, i.e., the resolutions for zero energy deposition. The assumption of constant energy resolution is valid for low energies of O(keV). If required, the energy dependency of the resolution for larger energies could be obtained from several lines within the electron-recoil band.
The cut-survival probability x (E) can be expressed as:
where 0 (E) is the survival probability for all cuts except a selection on the light yield and f x (E) is the fraction of events of type x accepted by the light-yield selection. The survival probability 0 (E) is determined by applying all cuts to artificial pulses with several (closely spaced) discrete energies. See [2] , [3] for further details. The full cut-survival probabilities are also published for electron and nuclear-recoil events within the electron-recoil band and the region of interest for dark-matter search, respectively.
Published data-files
The published data from CRESST-II Phase 2 are stored in several ASCII files. The first lines starting with "#" contain a few comments about the contents of each file. The following lines contain the energy of one event per line.
Electron-recoil band
The files TUM40_eRecoils.dat and Lise_eRecoils.dat contain only events within the electron-recoil band depicted in black in figure 2 . • TUM40_eff_eRecoils_O.dat and Lise_eff_eRecoils_O.dat for oxygen-recoil events (red line in figure 4) • TUM40_eff_eRecoils_Ca.dat and Lise_eff_eRecoils_Ca.dat for calciumrecoil events (blue line in figure 4) • TUM40_eff_eRecoils_W.dat and Lise_eff_eRecoils_W.dat for tungstenrecoil events (green line in figure 4) Similar to the event-data files, the first lines starting with "#" contain a few comments about the contents of each file. The following lines contain the cut survival probabilities arranged in two columns:
1. The energy E in keV.
2. The full cut-survival probability x (E) 2 for the energy in column 1.
The cut-survival probabilities have to be extrapolated for energies not listed in the files. For energies larger than the listed energies, the cut-survival probabilities remain constant. The cut-survival probabilities for Lise have a small dip ( 1 %) around 30 keV which is related to all cuts being optimized for small energies below 10 keV. Due to its smallness, the dip does not impact any studies of Lise data.
Acceptance region for dark-matter search
The files TUM40_AR.dat and Lise_AR.dat contain only events within the acceptance regions for dark-matter search as defined in [2] and [3] , respectively. The acceptance regions for TUM40 and Lise are slightly different. For both data sets only events with energies inside the interval [E thr , 40 keV] are accepted. The upper boundary for the light yields is also similar for both data sets: The mean of the oxygen band. The lower boundary for the light yield, however, is different for TUM40 and Lise. For Lise the lower boundary is the 0.5 % quantile of the tungsten band [3] . For TUM40 there is no lower boundary, i.e., all events with light yields smaller than the mean of the oxygen band are accepted for dark-matter searches [2] . It is important to mention that this difference in the definitions of the acceptance regions has no impact for the dark-matter sensitivity of CRESST-II. Figure 5 depicts the energy spectra of the events within the acceptance regions. The majority of these events is compatible with leakage from the electron-recoil band to the acceptance region. Further details on these spectra and how they are used for dark-matter searches can be found in [2] , [3] , [5] .
The cut-survival probabilities for events within the acceptance regions shown in figure 4 are also published as ASCII files:
• TUM40_eff_AR_e.dat and Lise_eff_AR_e.dat for electron-recoil events (black line in figure 6) • TUM40_eff_AR_O.dat and Lise_eff_AR_O.dat for oxygen-recoil events (red line in figure 6 ) • TUM40_eff_AR_Ca.dat and Lise_eff_AR_Ca.dat for calcium-recoil events (blue line in figure 6) • TUM40_eff_AR_W.dat and Lise_eff_AR_W.dat for tungsten-recoil events (green line in figure 6 )
The format for these files is identical to the files containing the cut-survival probabilities for the electron-recoil band. Again, there is a small dip around 30 keV in the cut-survival probabilities of Lise.
Test case
The exclusion limits depicted in figure 7 were calculated by applying Yellin's optimum interval method [7] to the data sets supplied with this document. The files TUM40_TestCase.dat and Lise_TestCase.dat contain the data points for both limits. As for the other files the first lines starting with "#" contain some information about the contents of the files. The following lines contain the data points in two columns: The first column contains the mass of dark-matter particles in GeV/c 2 and the second column contains the exclusion limit in cm 2 . Following the energy constraints of equation (1), we calculated the exclusion limits only for energies above 0.8 GeV/c 2 for TUM40 and 0.5 GeV/c 2 for Lise, respectively. The dark-matter particles with the minimum masses generate recoil 
